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Abstract— 

Now-a-days all organizations are using cloud services API (Application Programming Interfaces) to store or process their data but this 

API won’t provide sufficient privileges to user to rollback data which is deleted from cloud hard disk [4]. To store or process data cloud 

service provide release API function call for operations and some services support rollback mechanism which is not easy to use and is 

heavier in computation as its not supporting distributed parallel processing. 

To overcome from such issue this research is using distributed parallel processing for rollback and introduce Anytime Algorithm ((SR) 

Scalable Rollback) which is combination of MCR (Manual Checkpoint Rollback) and ICR (Intermediate Checkpoint Rollback).In 

Proposed work file compression technique and deduplicate mechanism are also studied to reduce storage space of cloud server [6]. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
For cloud applications, particularly everywhere scale, one of the essential hindrances to framework trustworthiness is human 
blunder. Human administrator blunder is credited with being the main driver of 20-half of framework blackouts [7]. As a rule of 
blackouts brought about by human administrators, they will be unable to react rapidly enough to limit the effect (for example losing 
traffic, damaging SLAs, and so on). Also, administrators may play out an activity that can't be settled altogether, as irreversibly 
erasing an information store. Such outcomes can be caused with a solitary API approach cloud stages like the Amazon Web Services 
(AWS) Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) stage [3]. With regards to API-controlled cloud stages, administrators hazard making 
blackouts by executing undesired activities or activities whose impacts are not completely known to them. When an undesired 
condition of the cloud assets has been achieved, it isn't really obvious to the administrator how to return to a prior, decent state, for 
the accompanying reasons. APIs from open cloud suppliers are given as-seems to be, and rectifying botches is just conceivable by 
calling the correct API activities in the correct grouping [4]. At times, API tasks are irreversible, and no mix of activities can totally 
recoup from the mix-up (for example erasing a virtual circle). One method for relieving human mistakes is by (re-)planning the stage 
in a way that enables chairmen to rollback their changes. Nonetheless, in an API-controlled restrictive framework, this isn't 
practical: the administrator does not have a dimension of authority over the stage that takes into consideration such changes. Another 
methodology is to make a customer side framework that expands the API and gives rollback offices. A case of such a methodology 
is the past work on programmed fix for cloud the board. This methodology functions admirably for little to medium number of back 
to back cloud tasks (for example under 50). Anyway it doesn't scale well when the quantity of tasks increments further [3]. The issue 
in such cases is that the hidden robotized arranging strategy from Artificial Intelligence (AI) faces a computationally difficult issue. 
The key test that this research address is that creating a rollback plan with countless winds up wasteful sooner or later. This is 
because of the inborn unpredictability of the AI arranging issue: Artificial intelligence Planning is known to be PSPACE-finished 
even in its most straightforward shape. That implies that there is no proficient arranging calculation in the general case (except if 
P=NP). The suggestion for our instrument is that, as the quantity of cloud activities that change the state builds, rollback plan age 
time increments exponentially, as affirmed by this investigations. One way to deal with encourage versatile rollback on an API 
controlled cloud stage is to utilize middle checkpoints. After an underlying, client activated checkpoint is made, calls to the cloud 
API can be captured by the framework, in this manner making middle of the road checkpoints as fitting. Should the requirement for 
rollback emerge, the framework can make various AI arranging undertakings dependent on the middle checkpoints, utilize an AI 
organizer to find fitting groupings of recuperation activities for each arranging errand, and total them into a total rollback plan 
[6].Such rollback plans can be found quickly. However, a plan may comprise several times as many steps as the optimal solution. 
Therefore, this research propose an approach that achieves a tradeoff between planning time and the quality of the rollback plan 
through a distributed anytime algorithm.. 
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II. LITERATURE SURVEY 
Title 1: Automatic undo for cloud management via AI planning 
Author: I. Wada, A. Fekete, A. Liu, Weber, H and L. Bass 

Year: 2012. 
The facility to rollback a collection of changes, i.e., reverting to a previous acceptable state, a check point, is widely recognized 
as valuable support for dependability. This paper considers the particular needs of users of cloud computing resources, wishing 
to manage the resources. Cloud computing provides infrastructure programmatically managed through a fixed set of simple 
system administration commands. For instance, creating and configuring a virtualized Web server on Amazon Web services 
(AWS) can be done with a few calls to operations that are offered through the AWS management API [8]. This improves the 
efficiency of system operations but having simple powerful system operations may in-crease the chances of human-induced 
faults, which play a large role in overall dependability. Catastrophic errors, like deleting a disk volume in a production 
environment, can happen easily with a few wrong API calls. 
To support dependability in a cloud platform, it would be helpful if the platform made it easy for a user to roll-back to recover 
from failure. However, the nature of a cloud platform introduces particular difficulties for this  approach. The user cannot alter 
the set of operations provided in a management API, nor can he tailor or even ex-amine its implementation – users have to 
accept a given API, which is not necessarily designed to support undo. Thus, restoring a previous acceptable state can only be 
achieved by choosing an appropriate set of API operations, and calling them in a particular order, where constraints between the 
operation calls are non-obvious and state- specific. 
Moreover, cloud API operations are often themselves error-prone: This research frequently observed failures or timeouts on 
most major commercial cloud platforms. The rollback therefore must handle failures that occur during the undo. This may 
require flexibility and executing alternative operations within the rollback [6]. 
To improve the dependability of cloud-based systems, this research uses an AI planner to automate discovering an appropriate 
sequence of available operations from an API, in order to rollback to a checkpoint. Choosing a sequence of operations is a 
search in the space of possible solutions; highly optimized heuristics solve common cases of this computationally hard problem 
in reasonable time. A planner finds a sequence of calls while minimizing their number or cost, using knowledge of current and 
check- pointed states of the system, and a model of operations. Some variants of AI planning also allow for finding alter- native 
sequences when failures occur during the rollback. In planning under uncertainty there are two standard characterizations of 
plans: a strong plan requires all branches of a plan to reach the goal, whereas a weak plan requires at least one branch to reach 
the goal. Standard planners that can deal with uncertainty are designed to find plans satisfying either of them; however, neither 
is suitable in this domain. It is highly likely that no strong plan can be found: many of the actions can return an un-recoverable 
failure, and many of possible branches can-not reach the goal [4]. Weak plans have the disadvantage that only the “happy path” 
is found: a plan that allows reaching the goal only if nothing goes wrong.  
      There is one discrepancy between the standard AI planning and this domain, which requires attention. When new resources 
are created after a checkpoint, there sources exist in the initial state (i.e., the state captured when a rollback is issued) but not in 
the goal state (i.e.,the state when a checkpoint is issued). Unless treated, the AI planner simply leaves the excess resources 
intact: since they are not included in the goal state, they are irrelevant to the planner. However, to undo all changes, excess 
resources should be deleted. To discover plans that achieve this, this research performs one step of pre- processing before the 
actual planning: the goal state is compared with the initial state in order to find excess resources; the goal state is then amended 
to explicitly declare that these excess resources should end up in the “deleted” state. 
Advantages: Secure Storage. 
Disadvantages: Time Delay. 
 
Title 2: Scalable rollback for cloud operations using AI planning 
Author: S. Satyal, I. Weber, L. Bass, and M. Fu  
Year: 2015. 
        Human-incited flaws assume a huge job in frameworks unwavering quality. In cloud stages, framework overseers may 
accidentally commit cataclysmic errors, such as erasing a virtual plate with vital information [9]. Giving rollback to cloud tasks 
can lessen the seriousness and effect of such oversights by permitting to return to a known, decent state. In this paper, this 
research presents an adaptable way to deal with rollback tasks that change condition of a framework on restrictive cloud stages. 
In the past work, this research gave a framework that increases cloud APIs and gives move back task utilizing an AI organizer. 
Be that as it may, the past framework inevitably experiences the exponential intricacy inborn to AI arranging undertakings. In 
this paper, this research partition and parallelize rollback plan age, in view of qualities novel to the rollback situation. Through 
test assessment, this research demonstrates that this methodology scales superior to the past, credulous methodology, and viably 
stays away from the exponential conduct.  
         In this paper, this research presents a framework that encourages versatile rollback on API controlled cloud stage utilizing 
halfway checkpoints. After an underlying, client activated checkpoint is made, our framework blocks calls to the cloud API and 
makes middle of the road checkpoints as proper. Should the requirement for rollback emerge, this framework makes various AI 
arranging undertakings dependent on the halfway checkpoints, utilizes an AI organizer to find fitting groupings of recuperation 
activities for each arranging assignment, and totals them into a total rollback plan. By executing the rollback plan, the cloud 
assets are taken back to the condition of the first checkpoint, therefore accomplishing the objective of the rollback as needs be. 
To empower the utilization of AI arranging, this research depends on a conceptual area model of the API, where every task is 
exactly spoken to with its essentials furthermore, impacts.  
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         In a regular use situation, a head (or content) issues a checkpoint order before making changes to re-sources. The 
framework at that point assembles important data about the condition of the cloud assets, and stores this as a checkpoint. 
Subsequent to making checkpoints, executives can make changes to assets. Now, the API wrapper straightforwardly replaces 
irreversible task with reversible ones and offers rollback activity. In the event that an accidental change has been made, the 
overseer issues rollback direction. Conversely, if the progressions are attractive, the director issues a submit order with the goal 
that irreversible changes are connected to cloud assets. After the submit direction is executed, the checkpoint is erased and 
rollback isn't offered any more. To accomplish this usefulness, the API wrapper interceptsEC2 directions, specifically assigns 
them to the API, and handles directions for check pointing, rollback, submit, and undelete [3]. At the point when a rollback 
direction is issued, it makes an arranging issue record, and summons the AI organizer to create rundown of rollback activities. 
The API wrapper gathers and makes an interpretation of these activities into a slam content, and executes it. The API wrapper 
additionally encourages pseudo-erase activity. Erase activities on the EC2 API are not reversible. At the point when an erase 
order is executed, the framework sets an erase hail, demonstrating that an asset is erased. The API wrapper captures ensuing 
calls to erased asset and shows that the asset does not exist. At the point when an erase task should be turned around, the 
framework expels this banner.  
       At the point when a chairman needs to be able to rollback, she makes a checkpoint before making changes to assets on the 
cloud. The fix framework at that point assembles data about state and connections of cloud assets, and spares it to steady 
stockpiling. Moreover, the framework makes different kinds of checkpoints relying upon the number and sort of directions that 
are called between taking a checkpoint and calling submit or rollback. Whenever called, the rollback task utilizes these 
checkpoints to create a rollback plan, which is converted into an executable content. The framework utilizes three kinds of 
checkpoints: (I) manual checkpoint, (ii) transitional checkpoint, and (iii) current checkpoint. Each of the three sorts of 
checkpoints contain a similar sort of data about cloud assets and their states, for use by the AI organizer while creating rollback 
designs. 

Advantages: 

 It reduces the State Space. 

 Generation time is increased.  

Disadvantages: 

 Does not scale the action. 

 

Title 3: The fast downward planning  

Author: M. Helmert 

Year: 2011. 
 Fast Downward is a classical planning system based on heuristic search. It can deal with general deterministic planning 
problems encoded in the propositional fragment 
of PDDL2.2, including advanced features like ADL conditions and effects and derived predicates (axioms). Like other well-
known planners such as HSP and FF, Fast Downward is a progression planner, searching the space of world states of a planning 
task in the forward direction. However, unlike other PDDL planning systems, Fast Downward does not use the propositional 
PDDL representation of a planning task directly [11]. Instead, the input is first translated into an alternative representation called 
multi-valued planning tasks, which makes many of the implicit constraints of a propositional planning task explicit. Exploiting 
this alternative representation, Fast Downward uses hierarchical decompositions of planning tasks for computing its heuristic 
function, called the causal graph heuristic, which is very different from traditional HSP-like heuristics based on ignoring 
negative interactions of operators. 
       In this article, we give a full account of Fast Downwards approach to solving multi-valued planning tasks. We extend our 
earlier discussion of the causal graph heuristic to tasks involving axioms and conditional effects and present some novel 
techniques for search control that are used within Fast Downwards best-first search algorithm: preferred operators transfer the 
idea of helpful actions from local search to global best-first search, deferred evaluation of heuristic functions mitigates the 
negative effect of large branching factors on search performance, and multi- heuristic best-first search combines several heuristic 
evaluation functions within a single search algorithm in an orthogonal way. We also describe efficient data structures for fast 
state expansion (successor generators and axiom evaluators) and present a new non-heuristic search algorithm called focused 
iterative-broadening search, which utilizes the information encoded in causal graphs in way. 
Fast Downward has proven remarkably successful: It won the "classical (i.e., propositional, non-optimizing) track of the 4th 
International Planning Competition at ICAPS 2004, following in the footsteps of planners such as FF and LPG. Thease 
experiments show that it also performs very well on the benchmarks of the earlier planning competitions and provide some 
insights about the usefulness of the new search enhancements. 
Advantages: High Performance 
Disadvantages: Low Security. 
 
Title 4: Supporting undo ability in systems operations  

Author: Weber, H. Wada, A. Liu, I. A. Fekete and L. Bass 

Year: 2013. 

        While overseeing cloud assets, numerous heads work without wellbeing net. For example, accidentally erasing a virtual circle 

results in the total loss of the contained information. The office to fix an accumulation of changes, returning to a past adequate 

state, is broadly perceived as profitable help for trustworthiness. In this paper, this research considers the specific needs of the 

framework chairmen overseeing API-controlled assets, for example, cloud assets on the IaaS level [8]. Specifically, we propose a 

methodology which depends on a conceptual model of the impacts of each accessible task.  
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Utilizing this model, this research checks to which degree every activity is undoable. A positive result of this check implies a 

formal certification that any grouping of calls to such activities can be fixed. A negative result contains data on the properties 

forestalling fix capacity, e.g., which activities are not undoable and why. At runtime this research would then be able to caution 

the client aiming to utilize an irreversible task; if fix is conceivable and wanted, this research applies an AI arranging strategy to 

consequently make a work process that takes the framework back to the ideal prior state. This research shows the possibility and 

relevance of the methodology with a prototypical execution and various analyses. 

Advantages: Generation time is increased. 

Disadvantages: Low accuracy. 

 

Title 5: Automated planning for configuration changes. 

Author: H. Herry, P. Anderson, and G. Wickler 

Year: 2011. 

In Software Product Line Engineering, concrete products of a family can be generated through a configuration process over a 

feature model. The configuration process selects features from the feature model according to the stakeholders' requirements. 

Selecting the right set of features for one product from all the available features in the feature model is a cumbersome task 

because 1) the stakeholders may have diverse business concerns and limited resources that they can spend on a product and 2) 

features may have negative and positive contributions on different business concern. Many configurations techniques have been 

proposed to facilitate software developers' tasks through automated product derivation. However, most of the current proposals 

for automatic configuration are not devised to cope with business oriented requirements and stakeholders' resource limitations. 

This research propose a framework, which employs an artificial intelligence planning technique to automatically select suitable 

features that satisfy the stakeholders' business concerns and resource limitations [5]. This research also provide tooling support to 

facilitate the use of this framework. 

Advantages: Cost minimization. 

Disadvantages: Time delay. 

 

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

         Proposed extension work either this research can file compression technique or deduplicate mechanism to reduce storage 

space of cloud server. The current method rollback by maintaining deleted data but not concentrate on storage space. 

        By using compression technique this research can compress the data to shrink file size which help in reducing storage space 

and may cost less to customer. For this technique research can find data compression algorithm and this work can perform 

experiments with large volume of data to show difference between current storage and propose compression technique storage. 

         By using DE duplicate technique proposed research will not store duplicates file and just assign a reference to old file if 

user uploads any similar files. For this also data deduplicate algorithms are available and this research can show huge difference 

between current and extension work file storage space comparison 

 

A. Architecure 

 

 

Figure 1- System Architecture 

Algorithm:- 
Subgraph Optimization edge exploration with 

Data compression: MC = manual checkpoint, CC = current checkpoint 
1. Fnsubgraph_optimization(sorted checkpoints) 
2. n size(sorted checkpoints); 
3. if n = 1 then 
4. return; 
5. else if n = 2 then 
6. add edge from 2nd elem to 1st elem in sorted checkpoints 
7. else if n = 3 then 
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8. add edge from 3rd elem to 2nd elem in sorted checkpoints; 
9. add edge from 3rd elem to 1st elem in sorted checkpoints; 
10. add edge from 2nd elem to 1st elem in sorted checkpoints; 
11. else 
12. m n=2; 
13. candidate vertex mthelem in sorted checkpoints; 
14. add edge from candidate vertex to MC; 
15. add edge from CC to candidate vertex; 
16. subgraph_optimization( sorted checkpoints[0:m]); 
17. subgraph_optimization( sorted checkpoints[m+1:]); 
18. left m; right m; 
19. while true do 
20. if left≤0 and 

      right≥ n - 1 then 
21. return; 
22. left left − 1; rightright + 1; 
23. if left > 0 then 
24. add edge from leftthelem of path to MC; 
25. add edge from CC to leftthelem of sorted checkpoints; 
26. subgraph_optimization( sorted checkpoints[0:left]); 
27. subgraph_optimization( sorted checkpoints[left+1:]); 
28. if right < n - 1 then 
29. add edge from rightthelem of path to MC; 
30. add edge from CC to rightthelem of sorted checkpoints; 
31. subgraph_optimization( sorted checkpoints[:right+1]); 
32. subgraph_optimization( sorted checkpoints[right+1:]); 
33. encode-symbol(symbo1, cum-freq) 
34. range = high - low 
35. high = low + range * cum-freq[symbol-1] 
36. low = low + range*cum-freq[symbol] 
37. decode-symbol(cum-freq) 
38. find symbol such that 
39.  cum-freq[symbol] <= (value-low)/(high-low) < cum- freq[symbol-1] 

40. range = high - low 
41. high = low + range*cum-freq[symbol-1] 
42. low = low + range*cum-freq[symbol] 
43. return symbol 

 
 

 
IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSIONS 

 

 

 

Figure- 2 
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Comparison of MC & IC technique and ASC Algorithm MCR means system administrator will generate checkpoints manually 

for rollback. ICR rollback checkpoints generated automatically whenever commands of changes executed in system.  

Scalable Rollback is a combination of MCR and ICR but I am implementing this concept to support intermediate checkpoint 

rollback which generates checkpoint internally for each file automatically and whenever user invoke rollback after deleting file 

then file will be rollback automatically and if user invoke commit operation then that file will be deleted permanently and will 

not rollback again[11]. 

Here after deleting files cloud will mark it as deleted and will not show to user and whenever user select rollback then that 

mark will remove and file will restore. 

Here used Amazon services to perform experiments and Amazon services are not free so I build a dummy cloud and web user 

interface which invokes dummy cloud API to perform rollback operations. 

In above figure existing MC & IC technique took more time compare to propose Anytime Scalable 

Checkpoint algorithm computation time[9]. In the proposed work file compression technique and deduplicate mechanism are 

use to reduce storage space of cloud server. It is tested on more than thousand datasets. In bellow graph x-axis represents 

technique name and y-axis represents storage space size .  

 

 
 

Figure- 3 Comparison of compressed & uncompressed storage size. 

V. CONCLUSION 

To decrease the effect of human-incited mistakes in API controlled cloud conditions, it tends to be exceedingly advantageous to 

give rollback of unintentional changes made by a head. 

        The earlier methodology functions admirably for rollback with few activities, yet does not scale as the quantity of activities 

increments. In this work, this research present a versatile way to deal with moving back cloud activities utilizing AI arranging. 

This framework captures API calls, makes checkpoints, utilizes an AI organizer to create an arrangement that takes the 

framework back to past state, lastly executes the arrangement. Existing MC & IC technique took more time compare to propose 

Anytime Scalable Checkpoint algorithm computation time. 
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